In this paper, we propose two techniques to improve the acoustic model of a low-resource language by: (i) Pooling data from closely related languages using a phoneme mapping algorithm to build acoustic models like subspace Gaussian mixture model (SGMM), phone cluster adaptive training (Phone-CAT), deep neural network (DNN) and convolutional neural network (CNN). Using the low-resource language data, we then adapt the afore mentioned models towards that language. (ii) Using models built from high-resource languages, we first borrow subspace model parameters from SGMM/Phone-CAT; or hidden layers from DNN/CNN. The language specific parameters are then estimated using the lowresource language data. The experiments were performed on four Indian languages namely Assamese, Bengali, Hindi and Tamil. Relative improvements of 10 to 30% were obtained over corresponding monolingual models in each case.
Introduction
With recent advancements in deep neural networks (DNN), there has been a significant improvement in the performance of speech recognizers. However such robust systems are mainly limited to popular languages like English, French etc. To build a robust speech recognizer in any language, large amount of transcribed speech data is required. In many of the under resourced languages like African and Indian languages, data sparsity is a critical problem in building good speech recognizers. In this paper, we try to overcome the afore mentioned problem by borrowing resources from other languages which has adequate transcribed speech data. Throughout this paper, we use the term high-resource language to refer to a language having abundant resources in terms of transcribed training data and low-resource language to the ones with limited training data.
Two broad approaches to handle data sparsity are crosslingual acoustic modeling techniques [1, 2, 3, 4] and multilingual acoustic modeling techniques [5, 6] . In crosslingual acoustic modeling, the model parameters from the high-resource acoustic models are borrowed and the language specific parameters are re-trained using the low-resource language data. In multilingual acoustic modeling, a common acoustic model is built using both low-resource and highresource data with or without sharing the language specific parameters. However, in this case, acoustic model sharing among different languages becomes difficult due to difference in phone set across languages. Using a global phone set [7] , or a knowledge based / data driven phone mapping [8, 9, 10] were proposed to solve this issue. The recently proposed multilingual DNN [5, 11, 6] has shared hidden layers and individual softmax layers for each language. This was inspired from multilingual subspace Gaussian mixture model (SGMM) [12] . Yet another approach is to use cross-lingual tandem features [13, 14, 15, 16] extracted from the bottle-neck layer of a multi layer perceptron (MLP) trained on one or more high-resource languages.
In this paper, we propose two techniques to overcome the data sparsity problem. First, the problem of data insufficiency is addressed by pooling data from closely related languages. The pooled data along with the data from low-resource language is used for building acoustic models like continuous density hidden Markov model (CDHMM), SGMM [17] , phone cluster adaptive training (Phone-CAT) [18] , DNN [19] and convolutional neural network (CNN) [20] . To achieve further improvements, the data pooled models are then adapted towards the low-resource language. In the second approach, acoustic model parameters are borrowed from models (SGMM, Phone-CAT, DNN and CNN) built with high-resource language and are then further refined using low-resource data.
The experiments are performed with four Indian languages namely, Assamese, Bengali, Hindi and Tamil from the MANDI database. Both data pooling and cross-lingual model borrowing gave significantly improved performance over the baseline mono-lingual acoustic models built just with the low-resource language. The paper is organized as follows. The proposed methods are described in section 2. Details of the various experiments performed and their results are given in section 3. Conclusions are drawn in section 4.
Cross-lingual Acoustic modeling
In this section, we discuss the two cross-lingual techniques used in this paper, namely data pooling and borrowing model parameter.
Borrowing Data or Pooling Data
In many of the previous works [21, 22] , the use of untranscribed data from the same language to improve the performance of the acoustic model in a low-resource language were studied. However, the use of transcribed data from closely related languages were not studied in detail. In this section we pool the data from a high resource language along with low resource language to increase the amount of training data. The acoustic model is built by using the phoneme-mapping obtained in [23] . The phoneme mapping is performed from low resource language to the high-resource language phones. In the preliminary work reported in [23] , complete high-resource data were pooled with the low-resource language which resulted in poor performance after data pooling. In this section, we 
Adaptation of Data Pooled Models
In the case of pooled model the phonetic tree is generated from the pooled data rather than from the low-resource language alone to have a richer tree. We then adapt this model to the lowresource data by retraining the language specific parameters using the low-resource data or training the output layer.
Borrowing Acoustic Models
The cross-lingual acoustic modeling techniques where acoustic model parameters trained with high-resource language are borrowed for improving the low-resource languages are described in [1, 2] . In this section the cross-lingual acoustic modeling using parsimonious models like SGMM, Phone-CAT and neural network models like DNN and CNN are discussed. The use of SGMM and Phone-CAT for cross-lingual modeling are described in [1, 23] . The block diagram representation of cross-lingual SGMM and cross-lingual-PhoneCAT are given in Figures 1a and 1b. In both SGMM and Phone-CAT, the acoustic parameters can be separated into global or language independent parameters and state specific or language dependent parameters. In SGMM, the universal background model (UBM), subspace projection matrices and the weight subspace forms the global parameters and the state specific vectors forms the language specific parameter. In Phone-CAT, the UBM, the maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) adaptation matrices and the phone Gaussian mixture model (GMM) clusters forms the global parameters and the state specific interpolation vectors and weight projection vectors forms the language specific parameters. In both these models the global parameters are borrowed and the language dependent interpolation vectors and weight projection vectors are estimated from the low-resource language data.
The use of DNN in cross-lingual acoustic modeling is discussed in [2] . First, a DNN is trained with high-resource language data with targets as the high-resource language tied states. The hidden layers of the high-resource language DNN are borrowed and the output layer with low-resource language tied states is then trained. The block schematic for cross-lingual DNN is shown in Figure 2 .
In this paper, we also study the use of CNN for crosslingual acoustic modeling. Two ways of using CNN for crosslingual acoustic modeling are studied. The block schematic of the proposed methods are given in Figure 3a , 3b. The steps in training a CNN are described in [20] . The CNN model for the high-resource language was trained with two convolutional layers followed by four fully connected layers. The first crosslingual CNN setup is similar to cross-lingual DNN where only the language specific output layer is trained keeping the hidden layers fixed. On the other hand, in the second setup, the highresource language CNN model is used as a feature extractor for the fully connected layers which are then trained with the lowresource language data.
Experimental Setup
In this paper, experiments were performed with four Indian languages namely Assamese, Bengali, Hindi and Tamil from the MANDI database. For each language, data sets Trainlow (≈ 2hr) and Train-high (≈ 22hr) were created to perform experiments in low-resource scenario. Experiments were performed with each pair of language to study the portability of data and model parameters for each of the language. The experiments were performed with Kaldi toolkit [24] to build the acoustic models.
Databases
MANDI database is a multilingual database consisting of six Indian languages. The database was collected for "Speechbased access to agricultural commodity prices", a Government of India project to build ASR systems in Indian languages to provide information about prices of agricultural commodities in different markets to farmers. The database contain Assamese, Bengali, Hindi, Marathi, Tamil and Telugu corpus. In each language corpus, speech was collected from the end-users in their native language. Each corpus contains mainly names of markets and commodities in the state were that language is commonly spoken. The data was mostly collected outdoor and varies from quiet to very noisy environments. In our work we used Assamese, Bengali, Hindi and Tamil corpus. Assamese and Bengali are Eastern Indo-Aryan origin, Hindi is IndoAryan Central origin and Tamil is of Dravidian origin. From the listening tests Tamil database was found to be most noisy followed by Hindi, Bengali and Assamese.
In every experiment in this paper, we consider one of the languages as a low-resource language and other languages as high-resource languages. When a language is considered as low-resource language the Train-low data set of that language is used for training and as high-resource language the Trainhigh data set is used. A common test set is used for each language irrespective of whether it is used as low-resource or high-resource language.
Baseline Experiments
The baseline results for the acoustic models built with Trainlow data set from each language is given in Table 1 , 2 and 3. The CDHMM model was built with 3 states for non-silence phones and 8 states for silence phones. For all languages the acoustic models used around 300 context-dependent states and 4 mixtures per state for the Train-low dataset. The SGMM and Phone-CAT models used around 1000 substates and 64 mixtures in UBM. The DNN models were trained with 6 layers and 2048 nodes for each hidden layers. The CNN model had 2 convolutional layers followed by 4 fully connected layers with 1024 nodes in each layer. The CDHMM, SGMM and Phone-CAT models where trained with MFCC features whereas, DNN and CNN models used 23 dimentional filter bank features.
Pooling Data
In this section, we discuss the experiments performed on a lowresource language by pooling data from other high-resource languages. For each low-resource language, varying amount of data ranging from 2 to 22 hour was pooled from any of the highresource languages. For example, in the case of Tamil as lowresource language, the data was pooled from either Assamese, Bengali or Hindi corpus. To build the acoustic models in each case the speech transcription of low-resource language was converted to high-resource language phone set using the phone mapping algorithm described in [23] . While pooling data, low-resource language phones where mapped to highresource language phone set so as to generate a richer phonetic context tree for building acoustic models. The acoustic models can be built once the speech data is pooled and transcriptions are mapped. In this experiment acoustic models like CDHMM, SGMM, Phone-CAT, DNN and CNN for each case with varying amount of pooled data were built. The recognition word error rate (WER) for CDHMM model for different amount of pooling data is given in Table 1 .
The data pooled models gives improvements over the baseline acoustic models. However, better improvements can be achieved by adapting the pooled model towards the lowresource language. The low-resource language has ≈ 2 hrs of data, hence the model parameters can be re-trained. In the case of SGMM/Phone-CAT models the state specific interpolation vectors are re-estimated and in DNN/CNN the language specific output layer were retrained. The re-training gave improvements in most cases and did not have much effect for the cases were the phonetic overlap was poor.
Results of Pooling Data
The results for the different acoustic models built with pooled data are given in Table 2 . In Table 1 the optimal amount of data that can be pooled for a low-resource language from different high-resource languages is given. From the results in Table 1 , it is clear that pooling large amount of data from high-resource language deteriorate the recognition performance. The optimal amount of data varied between 2 to 5 hours. In majority of the data pooling experiments significant improvements were obtained over the baseline mono-lingual model. In most cases data pooling from closely related languages gave better performance than borrowing model parameters. In almost all cases using DNN or CNN gave better recognition performance compared to the parsimonious models. In the case of language combinations, Assamese and Tamil as low-resource language was benefited more by Hindi language. In the case of Bengali as low-resource language Hindi was more useful and the reverse was also true. Pooling Tamil language data to other languages considered did not give much benefit as Tamil language is of Dravidian origin and Assamese, Bengali and Hindi are of IndoAryan origin. Another factor that affects the performance using data pooling or borrowing model parameters is the mismatch in the environmental conditions.
Borrowing Model Parameters
The cross-lingual experiments involving borrowing acoustic model parameters are described in this section.
The experiments were performed with the parsimonious models like SGMM/Phone-CAT and neural network models like DNN/CNN. For each low-resource language the acoustic model parameters were borrowed from one of the high-resource languages. Experiments were performed for all the four languages with one of them as low-resource language and others as high-resource languages. The experiments were performed as described in Section 2.2.
Results for Borrowing Model Parameters
The recognition performance of cross-lingual SGMM, Phone-CAT, DNN and CNN are given in Table 3 . In each case experiments were performed for each language as low-resource language. In Table 3 the model-type CNN1 and CNN2 refers to the cross-lingual CNN setup 1 and 2 respectively. The results showed consistent improvements in recognition performance of the corresponding low-resource language. The results for the hypothetical experiment where low-resource and high-resource language being the same are also given in Table 2 to show the upper bound for the improvements. DNN and CNN based cross-lingual models gave better performance compared to SGMM and Phone-CAT. The combination of low-resource and high-resource language corresponding to the best recognition performance is similar to data pooling experiments.
Conclusion
In this paper, two methods to overcome the data sparsity problem in acoustic modeling of low-resource language are proposed. The first method perform pooling of speech data from closely related high-resource languages and different acoustic models are built with the help of mapping low-resource language phones to high-resource language phones. In the second method the acoustic model parameters built with highresource languages are borrowed and the language specific parameters of the corresponding acoustic model are estimated with the low-resource language. In both cases significant improvements were achieved over the corresponding acoustic model built with low-resource language alone. The use of CNN and DNN gave more recognition improvements compared to using parsimonious models like SGMM and Phone-CAT in the framework of data pooling and borrowing acoustic model parameters. Experiments were performed with four Indian languages and achieved a relative recognition improvements of 10 to 30% in all languages.
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